Evaluation of Tumor Resection Effect of Color Doppler Ultrasound Positioning Guided Breast-Conserving Surgery Using Nano-Contrast Agent
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ABSTRACT

This study aimed to explore the clinical value of Fe₃O₄-based magnetic lipid nano-contrast agent in breast-conserving surgery for breast cancer using color doppler ultrasound positioning and to analyze the tumor resection effect of breast-conserving surgery. On account of Fe₃O₄ magnetic nanoparticles prepared by the chemical co-precipitation method, magnetic lipid ultrasonic microbubbles (MLU-MBs) were prepared by mechanical oscillation method after surface modification using polyethylene terephthalate (PET). Characterization and analysis of the prepared MLU-MBs were performed using scanning electron microscopy (SEM), energy spectrometer, transmission electron microscopy (TEM), and Fourier infrared spectroscopy (FIRS). A high-frequency alternating magnetic field was used to detect the heating of MLU-MBs and the color ultrasound machine was applied to observe the enhancement effect of the MLU-MBs on rabbit liver images. 92 patients undergoing breast-conserving surgery for breast cancer were taken as the research objects and were divided into a nano group (MLU-MB as contrast agent) and a control group (conventional contrast agent) according to the differences of intraoperative contrast agents, with 46 cases in each group. Before the surgery, both groups of patients were positioned and marked the tumor boundary under ultrasound. The differences in tumor volume (TV), amount of tissue removed, resection rate, and positive rate (PR) of resection margins were compared between the two groups. The results showed that the Fe₃O₄ magnetic nanoparticles were spherical particles of about 1120nm, containing phosphorus (P), oxygen(O), and Ferrum (Fe). Under 30A and 220kHz of output current and frequency, the temperature rise of the MLU-MBs suspension with different concentrations was 10 ~ 60°C, and the temperature was constant after heating for 45 minutes. Compared with the rabbit liver parenchyma, the image was greatly enhanced. TV, the amount of tissue removed, the resection rate, and the PR of resection margins in the nano group were obviously lower than those in the control group (P<0.05). It showed that MLU-MBs with good image enhancement effect on account of Fe₃O₄ magnetic nanoparticles were successfully prepared and it could effectively reduce the PR of normal tissues and the positive margin of two-fold resection during breast-conserving surgery for breast cancer and showed good accuracy and stability.

Introduction

Breast cancer is one of the most common malignant tumors in women. In recent years, the incidence of breast cancer has been on the rise and it is getting younger (1). The proportion of new cases and death cases rank first in cancer (2). Light trauma, fast postoperative recovery, and good post-cosmetic effect are the advantages of breast-conserving surgery (3), with a low recurrence rate after breast-conserving surgery, and has become the best surgical method for the treatment of early breast cancer (4). Currently, breast cancer tumor localization methods are mainly preoperative ultrasound localization, guidewire localization, radiation-guided localization of hidden lesions, tracer guidance, radioactive particle localization, intraoperative ultrasound localization, palpation-guided, and so on (5). Guidewire puncture milk labeling and positioning method can reduce the difficulty of surgery and improve the removal rate of lesions and pathological diagnosis rate, but it is expensive (6). Palpation-guided breast-conserving surgery has low positioning accuracy and is prone to
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excessive volume of excised tissue and positive incision margin (7). Ultrasound-guided preoperative guidewire positioning is considered to be the gold standard for breast cancer patient positioning, which can be used to determine the size and location of lesions by ultrasound images to improve surgical efficiency (8).

Although there are significant advantages of disease diagnosis in ultrasound, there are still poor echo signals and imaging effects in the detection of obese people, which are prone to misdiagnosis (9), and the accuracy of soft tissue diagnosis needs to be further improved (10). Injecting an ultrasonic contrast agent (UCA) into the human body can significantly improve the ultrasonic return signal and increase the sensitivity and accuracy of ultrasonic imaging (11). UCA is mainly composed of hollow microbubbles less than 8μm in diameter filled with air or inert gas. Microbubbles enter blood vessels through intravenous injection, reflect and scatter acoustic signals by virtue of their hollow properties so as to enhance tissue echo signals and improve ultrasound imaging quality (12). At present, there are many reports about ultrasonic contrast agents, mainly lipids, proteins, surfactants, and polymers. Among them, lipid and protein ultrasonic contrast agents collapse and rupture when blood pressure is high due to the low molecular weight of air (13). Magnetic lipid ultrasonic microbubbles (MLU-MBs) contrast agent is formed by wrapping inert gas with lipid, which has good stability in blood and a long time in vivo, but its size is difficult to control and its attenuation in vivo is difficult to predict (14).

In summary, ultrasonic nanocontrast agents should be further optimized in clinical use. In this study, on account of the advantages of Fe₃O₄ nanoparticles, a new MLU-MBs was prepared by surface modification of Fe₃O₄ nanoparticles and used in the breast-conserving treatment guided by color ultrasound localization to explore its value in breast-conserving tumor resection, so as to provide a reference basis for clinical breast-conserving tumor resection guided by color ultrasound localization.

Materials and Methods

Preparation of Fe₃O₄ nanoparticles

Fe₃O₄ nanoparticles were prepared by an improved chemical coprecipitation method. The specific operation method was as followings: It was advised to take a certain amount of FeCl₃·6H₂O (Shanghai Chaoyan Biotecnology Co., LTD.) and FeCl₂·4H₂O (Beijing Kangpuhuwei Technology Co., LTD.), configure 0.1mol/L Fe³⁺ and Fe²⁺ solutions, respectively. Fe³⁺ and Fe²⁺ solutions were mixed at a volume ratio of 5:3. Under the protection of N₂, 1.5mol/L NHOH was added while stirring until the pH of the reaction solution was 9. The precipitates in the solution turned black. It was suggested to rinse the black precipitate with deionized water 3 to 5 times until the solution pH was 7 and to dry the precipitate in a vacuum for later use.

Preparation of MLU-MBs

Fe₃O₄ nanoparticles were dissolved in 4.5g/L oxalic acid solution and the supernatant was centrifuged at 8000rpm after 30min of ultrasound. The precipitation was suspended in phosphate buffer, and polyethyleneimine (PEI) was mixed with an appropriate amount during the ultrasonic process for 1.5h to fully form stable PEI/Fe₃O₄ nanoparticles. After repeated washing with distilled water, PEI/Fe₃O₄ nanoparticles were obtained after drying. Distearylphosphatidylcholine (DSPC), diphenylphosphinoethane (DPPE), and diphenyl phosphoryl azide (DPPA) were added to the flask in a ratio of 1:1:1 and mixed well, denoted as solution 1. At the same time, organic solvent 2 was mixed with chloroform and isopropanol in a ratio of 2:1. The above solution 1 was dissolved in organic solvent 2, treated with ultrasound for 20min and heated at 85°C for 30min. The mixed solution of glucose and propylene glycol (glucose: propylene glycol = 4:1) was added. After 30min of ultrasound, 40mg of polyethylene glycol 4000 (PEG 4000) was added and heated at 60°C for 30min to produce lipid suspension. A certain amount of PEI/Fe₃O₄ and gelatin was added to the lipid suspension, stirred and mixed, 100μL tangu80 was added, stirred for 10min, 1mL sulfur hexafluoride (SF₆) gas was filled with a 5mL syringe, and MLU-MBs was obtained by oscillating for 60 seconds in a 4500Hz mechanical oscillator. The specific preparation process of MLU-MBs is shown in Figure 1.
Characterization analysis of MLU-MBs

A certain amount of magnetic Fe₃O₄ nanoparticles and MLU-MBs were dissolved in anhydrous ethanol for 15 min. A pipette gun was carefully added to the copper wire to prepare electron microscope samples. The morphology of magnetic Fe₃O₄ nanoparticles and MLU-MBs were observed under a scanning electron microscope (SEM) (Hitachi, Japan) and scanning electron microscope energy spectrometer (FEI, USA). Transmission electron microscopy (TEM), Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR), energy dispersive spectrometer (EDS), and particle size measuring instrument were used to characterize and analyze MLU-MBs, and the temperature rise of magnetic lipid microbubbles (MLMs) was detected under high frequency alternating magnetic field (AMF).

In vivo ultrasound imaging of MLU-MBs

New Zealand white rabbits aged from 24 to 28 weeks were anesthetised by intravenous injection of 3% pentobarbital sodium. After the anesthesia was successful, the abdominal hair removal and abdominal ultrasound imaging were performed, and the initial imaging was recorded. Then, a certain amount of MLMs was injected into the ear veins of rabbits. After 5 seconds, the liver images of rabbits were observed and recorded under real-time dynamic ultrasound imaging.

Subjects and groups included

92 breast cancer patients who received breast-conserving surgery in the Hospital of Wenzhou Medical University from January 2019 to January 2021 were selected as the research subjects, and the age distribution of the patients ranged from 25 to 83 years old, with an average age of 45.51±9.76 years old. Tumor staging: 81 cases of T1 stage, 8 cases of T2 stage, and 3 cases of T31 stage. Tumor size distribution range: 7nm~49nm. The mean tumor size was 27.75 ± 6.47nm. The distribution of different molecular subtypes of breast cancer patients was as followings: There were 37 cases of Luminal A type, 25 cases of Luminal B type, 19 cases of Her2 overexpression type, and 11 cases of triple-negative type. The distribution of postoperative pathological types was as followings: There were 69 cases of invasive ductal carcinoma, 18 cases of intraductal carcinoma, 2 cases of mucinous carcinoma, 1 case of chemoplastic carcinoma, 1 case of invasive lobular carcinoma, and 1 case of mixed carcinoma. According to different intraoperative contrast agents, patients were divided into a nano group (MLU-MB as contrast agent) and a control group (conventional contrast agent), with 46 cases in each group. There were two requirements in the inclusion criteria. First, people were confirmed to be breast cancer patients by preoperative needle biopsy. Second, there were no lumps in the remaining quadrants of the breast. There were five requirements in the exclusion criteria. First, patients had ipsilateral multicentric lesions. Second, patients had a history of breast surgery and radiotherapy. Third, the lesions present in patients had microcalcification without mass. Fourth, patients received neoadjuvant chemotherapy. Fifth, people were pregnancy or lactation patients. The experimental procedure of this study was approved by the ethics committee of the Hospital of Wenzhou Medical University and all the subjects included in the study were signed informed consent.

Ultrasonic examination methods

Color doppler ultrasound (Philips) probe was used to mark tumor boundary on skin surface before and during breast-conserving surgery. The patient was placed in a supine or lateral decubitus position, and the tumor boundary was marked with a color ultrasound probe at 10-12Hz, and the ideal resection range (within 1cm around the tumor boundary) was marked. After the patient was anesthetized, the skin tissue was cut open and the resection was guided in real-time by 10Hz ultrasonic probe. The tumor boundary and ideal resection boundary were marked by multiple layers and multiple points. The tumor was removed, the direction and the position of the resection margin were marked.
In the control group, SonoVue microbubble suspension (Bracol, Italy) was extracted with a 1mL syringe during ultrasound examination and MLMs prepared by the same volume were injected into the nano group. 0.5mL was subcutaneously injected into the 5mm edge of the mass and observed for more than 5 minutes after the contrast agent was injected.

**Observation indicators**

The length, width, height of the tumor, and the excised tissue were measured and recorded. The specific algorithms for tumor volume (TV), ideal tumor volume (iTV), and actual tumor volume (aTV) were as follows:

\[ TV = \frac{4}{3} \pi \left( \frac{L_1}{2} \times \frac{W_1}{2} \times \frac{H_1}{2} \right) \]

\[ iTV = \frac{4}{3} \pi \left( \frac{L_2}{2+1} \times \frac{W_1}{2+1} \times \frac{H_1}{2+1} \right) \]

\[ aTV = \frac{4}{3} \pi \left( \frac{L_2}{2} \times \frac{W_2}{2} \times \frac{H_2}{2} \right) \]

In the above equations, \( L_1 \), \( W_1 \), and \( H_1 \) represented the tumor length, width and height, respectively. \( L_2 \), \( W_2 \), and \( H_2 \) represented the length, width, and height of the actual resected tissue, respectively. The differences between TV excised TV, excision rate, and positive margin were compared between the two groups.

**Statistical methods**

SPSS19.0 statistical software was used for data processing. The mean ± standard deviation of measurement data was expressed as (\( \bar{X} \pm s \)). The statistical data was expressed as percentage % and \( \chi^2 \) test was used, \( P<0.05 \) indicated that the differences were statistically significant.

**Results and discussion**

**Characterization of magnetic Fe\(_3\)O\(_4\) nanoparticles and MLU-MBs**

In this study, magnetic Fe\(_3\)O\(_4\) nanoparticles prepared by the chemical coprecipitation method were black powder, and fine particles were observed under SEM. They were scattered or aggregated into sheets with an average particle size of about 15nm (Figure 2A). Under the light, MLU-MBscould was round and had an obvious lipid membrane in the outer layer, with good dispersion (Figure 2B). Under SEM, it was approximately spherical with good dispersion, and its average particle size was about 1120nm (Figure 2C). This particle size could ensure that the microbubbles pass through the pulmonary circulation without causing embolism (15).

EDS was used to analyze the composition of Fe\(_3\)O\(_4\) magnetic nanoparticles (Figure 3). Iron and oxygen were contained in Fe\(_3\)O\(_4\) magnetic nanoparticles. Iron accounted for 72.03% and oxygen accounted for 27.97%. The mass percentage of iron and oxygen was consistent with the mass percentage of iron and oxygen in Fe\(_3\)O\(_4\) (16).

**Figure 2.** SEM and light microscope of nanoparticles. (Figure A: Fe\(_3\)O\(_4\) magnetic nanoparticles SEM. Figure B: Light microscopy of MLU-MBs. Figure C~E: SEM images of MLU-MBs.)

**Figure 3.** Energy spectrum of Fe\(_3\)O\(_4\) magnetic nanoparticles.

Analysis of MLU-MBs (Figure4) showed that MLU-MBs mainly contained three elements,
phosphorus, oxygen, and iron. Iron and oxygen were magnetic materials with phospholipid composition, indicating that MLMs were successfully prepared.

At the same concentration, the temperature of Fe₃O₄ magnetic nanoparticles increased first and stabilized with the extension of heating time. The temperature range of Fe₃O₄ magnetic nanoparticle suspended with different concentrations was 30~60°C, and the temperature remained constant after heating for 20min.

### Magnetic induction heating characteristics of Fe₃O₄ magnetic nanoparticles and MLU-MBs

The magnetic induction heating characteristics of Fe₃O₄ magnetic nanoparticles were analyzed (Figure 6). As the concentration increased, the temperature of Fe₃O₄ magnetic nanoparticles increased significantly. At the same concentration, the temperature of Fe₃O₄ magnetic nanoparticles increased first and stabilized with the extension of heating time. The temperature range of Fe₃O₄ magnetic nanoparticle suspended with different concentrations was 30~60°C, and the temperature remained constant after heating for 20min.

### In vivo ultrasound imaging of MLU-MBs in animals

Real-time ultrasonic imaging was performed on the livers of the white rabbits and the results were analyzed. Before the injection of the contrast agent,
tissues and organs in the liver of the white rabbits could not be distinguished and no echo signal could be detected (Figure 8A). After MLU-MBs were injected at the ear edges of the white rabbits, contrast agent filling was observed in the liver vessels and enhanced echo in the liver parenchyma (Figure 8B). The results indicated that MLU-MBs had better enhancement effect on ultrasonic development in vivo. As the shell membrane of microbubbles, the acoustic response of the lipids was good and the microbubbles were easy to generate echoes (19).

Comparison of basic data between the two groups

The age, body mass index (BMI), the proportion of patients at different tumor sites, and the proportion of patients at different tumor stages of the two groups were compared and analyzed (Table 1). There were no significant differences in age, BMI, the proportion of patients at different tumor sites, and the proportion of patients at different tumor stages between 2 groups (P>0.05).

Table 1. Comparison of basic data between the two groups.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Groups</th>
<th>Control group (n=62)</th>
<th>Nano group (n=33)</th>
<th>T value or χ² value</th>
<th>P value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age (years old)</td>
<td>51.7±8.12</td>
<td>53.1±7.87</td>
<td>1.859</td>
<td>0.275</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BMI (kg/m²)</td>
<td>24.4±2.58</td>
<td>23.87±3.51</td>
<td>2.319</td>
<td>0.181</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tumor location</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outer upper quadrant</td>
<td>22 (47.83)</td>
<td>23 (50.00)</td>
<td>0.147</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other quadrants</td>
<td>24 (52.17)</td>
<td>23 (50.00)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tumor staging</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T1[cases, (%)]</td>
<td>40 (86.96)</td>
<td>41 (89.13)</td>
<td>0.188</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T2[cases, (%)]</td>
<td>4 (8.70)</td>
<td>4 (8.70)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T3[cases, (%)]</td>
<td>1 (2.17)</td>
<td>2 (4.35)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TV was compared between the two groups

TV, iTV, aTV, and cardiac reverse remodeling (CRR) were compared between the two groups (Figure 9). TV, iTV, aTV, and CRR were 1.47±0.86cm³, 18.96±1.83cm³, 19.54±1.99cm³, and 0.87±0.09cm³, respectively. In the control group, TV, iTV, aTV, and CRR were 2.27±0.21cm³, 23.07±2.56cm³, 36.14±3.72cm³, and 1.73±0.15cm³, respectively. aTV and CRR in the tumor group were significantly lower than those in the control group, with statistical differences (P<0.05). Excessive resection would lead to local collapse and deformation of the mammary gland, which would significantly change the appearance of the mammary gland after surgery (20). In the case of a negative margin, the less the amount of tissue removed, the higher the success rate of surgery was (21).

Comparison of a surgical margin between the two groups

The positive rate of tumor margin (PR), the longest margin (Le), the shortest margin (Se), the differences between Le and the ideal margin (Dli), and the differences between Se and the ideal margin (Dsi) were compared between the two groups (Figure 10). PR of primary margin was 6.52% and 23.91% in the nano group and the control group, respectively. PR of
primary margin in the nano group was significantly lower than that in the control group ($P<0.05$). Le, Se, Dli, and Dsi values were 1.25±0.14cm, 0.58±0.06cm, 0.39±0.03cm, and 0.35±0.06cm, respectively. Le, Se, Dli, and Dsi values of the control group were 2.03±0.18cm, 0.40±0.03cm, 1.12±0.17cm, and 0.71±0.03cm, respectively. Le value in the tumor group was significantly lower than that in the control group ($P<0.05$), Se value was significantly higher than that in the control group ($P<0.05$). Dli and Dsi values in the tumor group were significantly lower than those in the control group ($P<0.01$). Margin status was an important influencing factor for postoperative local recurrence and the optimal PR of margin had an important influence on margin status (22-25).

Further statistical analysis was conducted on the distribution of Le and Se in the two groups (Figure 11). Compared with the control group, Le and Se in the tumor group were closer to Dli.

**Figure 10.** Comparison of surgical margins between the two groups. (Figure A: Histogram of PR between the two groups. Figure B: Histogram of Le, Se, Dli, and Dsi comparison between the two groups.). (* indicated significant differences compared with the control group, $P<0.01$. * represented statistical differences compared with the control group, $P<0.05$).

**Figure 11.** Comparison of the distribution of Le and Se between the two groups. (Figure A: Arrangement of the longest incision in the two groups. Figure B: Predestination diagram of the shortest cut in the two groups.)

**Conclusions**

In this study, MLU-MBs were prepared on account of Fe$_3$O$_4$ nanoparticles by PEI modification and the value of MLU-MBs in ultrasound localization-guided breast-conserving surgery for tumor resection was discussed. The results showed that MLU-MBs prepared in this study had a good image enhancement effect and could significantly reduce the PR of normal tissue resection and resection margin. However, there were still some shortcomings in this study. The differences between MLU-MBs as contrast agents in ultrasound imaging were only compared in this study. In future work, it will be further analyzed with other positioning methods to clarify its clinical value. In conclusion, MLU-MBs prepared in this study can improve the accuracy of ultrasound localization-guided breast-conserving surgery for tumor resection, which will provide a reference basis for the diagnosis and treatment of breast cancer.
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